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A decade ago, if you didn’t have 
any products with the Bear 
logo on your wall, you might 

have counted yourself lucky. North 
American Archery Group struggled to 
handle the Bear, Jennings and Golden 
Eagle brands it had acquired and � nally 
declared bankruptcy. In its � nal years 
under that owner, Bear’s new models 
were sometimes just a mix of elements 
from existing bows. Product quality 
and customer service both declined.

But Bear was reborn, pulled from 
the ashes by Escalade, which shelved 
the Golden Eagle and Jennings brands 
to concentrate on Bear Archery which 
for decades has been a leading sup-
plier to the archery industry. So that 
� ve years ago if you missed stocking 
� e Truth you probably missed out on 
some strong sales. � at bow and the 
Truth II that followed it were produced 
with input from the team at Primos 
and they drew compliments even from 
Bear Archery’s competitors.

� is fall if you’re not carrying some 
of the bows and accessories designed 

by the Bear Archery team, you’re 
probably shortchanging your-
self and your customers. Bear 
now builds some of the leading 
accessories on the market, includ-
ing Whisker Biscuit rests, Rocket 
broadheads and Trophy Ridge 
sights. It is rapidly gaining ground 
in compound bow sales, thanks 
to product that at every price level 
is designed to provide more value 
and performance, along with 
healthier margins for retailers.  As 
you read in our May edition, Bear 
is also aggressively pursuing the 
growing traditional market, with 
the Gainesville, Florida plant again 
producing the kind of recurves and 
longbows that would have made 
Founder Fred Bear proud.

Pat Meitin made the trip down 
to Gainesville and focused his fea-
ture story on the brand’s history and 
its return to its traditional roots. My 
job was to tour the Evansville, Indiana 
headquarters of Bear Archery and of its 
parent corporation, Escalade Sports. 

When you call Bear today with a ques-
tion or order, those calls are answered 
in Indiana. � at’s where products like 
the new Revolution rest and Carnage 
bow are designed and tested. In 
Gainesville, Operations Manager Neil 
Byce III has been hiring new workers to 
produce, assemble, package and ship 
bows and accessories. More than 700 
miles to the northwest in Evansville, 
Vice President & General Manager Jack 
Bowman has been on his own hunt for 
new talent. He’s been bee� ng up the 
customer service, engineering, mar-
keting and product management sta�  
to help insure Bear has a bright future 
for decades to come.

A few years ago, Larry Gajderowicz 
was juggling marketing duties for a 
dozen product lines, including archery. 
Today Bear Marketing Manager Jason 
Pickerill can concentrate on the bow 
and accessory brands. Still, Pickerill 
felt it would help to have Gajderowicz’s 
insight into the parent company whose 
many logos now decorate the lobby 
where we met on my arrival. Escalade 
Sports can claim to be the nation’s 

produce, assemble, package and ship 
bows and accessories. More than 700 
miles to the northwest in Evansville, 
Vice President & General Manager Jack 

new talent. He’s been bee� ng up the 

keting and product management sta�  
to help insure Bear has a bright future 
for decades to come.

was juggling marketing duties for a 

Today Bear Marketing Manager Jason 

felt it would help to have Gajderowicz’s How do you go from having the industry’s worst customer service to what may be the 
best? You improve overall morale under new ownership and you hire people with a wide 
knowledge of archery equipment, including pro shop veterans. They also work next to a 
sample room with products and packaging ready at hand as they talk to retailers. From 
left to right this is JR Neidlinger, Greg Ashley and Kristene Davis. JR also doubles as the 
pro sta�  manager.

Jason Pickerill, the marketing manager for 
Bear Archery, served as my tour guide at the 
Evansville headquarters.
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oldest archery company, because it 
began as the Indian Archery & Toy 
Company. “We were founded in the 
Evansville area,” Gajderowicz said. 
“Our legacy in archery goes back to 
April of 1927, and from that time to this 
there’s never been a break in us manu-
facturing youth archery equipment. It 
was from that start that we grew, pri-
marily by acquisition.”

� e company was guided in that 
growth by one of its � rst large custom-
ers, Sears. Gajderowicz said the big 
retailer liked the products and ser-
vice it got from its archery equipment 

supplier and asked it to expand � rst 
into table tennis, then into billiards. 
Escalade owns the Harvard and Ping 
Pong brands in table tennis and it 
owns 50 percent of the Swedish � rm 
Stiga, known for producing the � nest 
tournament tables in the world. Just as 
in archery, there are table tennis fans 
that demand the best and the distribu-
tion center in Evansville ships tables 
that cost over $2,000 and rackets that 
retail for up to $70. 

In 1998 Escalade Sports bought 
Zue Corporation and took over its 
Goalrilla line of basketball backboards. 

“� ese are the number one brand 
of residential, in-ground systems,” 
Gajderowicz told me about the classy-
looking units with their tempered glass 
backboards. � ey retail for from $400 
to $2,500. Escalade is also the leader 
in premium residential playground 
sets with its Woodplay systems built 
in Raleigh, North Carolina. Woodplay 
was founded in 1975 and uses redwood 
as its main material. Marketing sup-
port for that single brand includes an 
80-page catalog. 

Escalade Sports also “plays” in 
the game room, darting and � tness 

supplier and asked it to expand � rst “� ese are the number one brand 

When Bob Keller took over as president and CEO of Escalade 
Sports  in the summer of 2007, he put Jack Bowman in charge 
of the archery division. He then physically separated the 
archery sta�  and let it be known that he wanted it composed 
of people who are passionate about bowhunting and com-
petitive archery. Keller sets a good example, having taken up 
bowhunting and gotten some family members involved in the 
sport. 

At right, Mark Wenberg (in white shirt) has the task of allo-
cating the engineering talent to the many product lines now 
under the Bear Archery, Trophy Ridge and Rocket brands. His 
team includes (left to right) Timmy Langley, Brian Adams, 
Gary Lewis, Je�  Wassmer and Josh Sidebottom. Product man-
agers Steve Dalp (for bows) and Richard Guillory (for acces-
sories) also report to Wenberg, so he has a big role to play in 
what products are being introduced each year.

By Tim Dehn
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markets.  “Our philosophy is to go after 
businesses that represent leisure activi-
ties for families in niches where we can 
be the dominant brand,” Gajderowicz 
summarized. “It’s the same thing with 
Bear. We bought Bear out of bankrupt-
cy ten years ago and now it’s arguably 
one of the largest archery companies 
in the world.” 

Pickerill had me sit down with 
CEO and President Bob Keller to � nd 
out how that remarkable turnaround 
was achieved. Keller was hired by the 
board of this publically traded cor-
poration in August of 2007. He was 
formerly with Russell Corporation, 
the big clothing manufacturer. Keller 
was familiar with the hunting market 
through the Mossy Oak Apparel line 
that Russell has. “At Russell we created 
a separate business unit for the Mossy 
Oak team where all the management 
members were hunters. When I came 
here I had in mind a very clear sense 
of the potential for Bear Archery and 
how it should be established within the 
larger company.”

When Keller arrived the archery 
engineers worked alongside the engi-
neers for the other leisure products. 
Sales, marketing and customer service 
also crossed over the product lines. 
“I didn’t think that was the right way 
to handle Bear. I thought it was very 
important for it to act like it was a 
separate company. It needed to have 

its own o�  ce and the peo-
ple needed to be together. 
Today our engineers still 
have very strong engineer-
ing backgrounds, but they 
all live, breath and sleep 
bowhunting.”

Keller promoted Jack 
Bowman to Bear Archery 
Vice President & General 
Manager. Bowman oversees 
the headquarters archery 
sta�  and the Gainesville 
production facility. Bear 
had already acquired the 
Whisker Biscuit, Trophy 
Ridge and Rocket brands, 
but Bowman’s challenge 
from his new boss was 
to improve each of those 
product lines and then help grow their 
sales. Keller o� ered one example from 
a company that had pioneered ver-
tical in-line pins and vertical drop-
away rests. “� e Trophy Ridge brand 
o� ered great innovation but we felt 
there was work to be done in product 
quality. We made great investments 
in both engineering and material. We 
have been working on that for three 
or four years but just in the last year 
we’ve begun promoting the theme of 
‘Trust and Precision’ in our marketing. 
� e last thing we wanted to do was put 
that ‘Trust and Precision’ message out 
there if we didn’t always deliver on 

it. � e Trophy Ridge brand is much 
more widely distributed now. We’ve 
made tremendous strides in the last 12 
months and we’re advertising at levels 
much higher than in the past. Now 
consumers are coming into the dealer 
and asking for these products.”

I’m used to touring companies 
where production and design takes 
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Escalade Sports needs a big showroom when dealers come in. Those stores may carry 
not only the company’s archery equipment but basketball, table tennis and � tness gear. 
At right I photographed some of the Goalrilla in-ground basketball backstops. Below, 
Larry Gajderowicz � lled me in on some of the history of this Indiana � rm and how it 
works to become a premium brand in each of the categories it enters. Below right, 
Escalade Sports Sales Manager Jason Borg holds a $70 table tennis racket in one of the 
product lines that is growing for the parent company. The � nancial resources of the cor-
poration have helped rebuild Bear Archery.

Archery industry veteran Jack Bowman is the vice 
president and general manager at Bear Archery.
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place under a single roof, but Keller 
told me good planning and good 
technology helps bridge the distance 
between the Gainesville production 
� oor and the Indiana design team. 
Computers are tied together so when 
your order is entered in Evansville, 
it’s instantly registered at the produc-
tion plant. “We’ve taken other steps to 

bridge the gaps. We have video confer-
encing on a daily basis and we travel 
quite frequently between the facilities. 
� e advantage of being here in south-
eastern Indiana, instead of in Florida, 
is that we’re in the middle of some of 
the best hunting in the U.S. � at comes 
back to my concept of how to build the 
archery business. I want people to be 

active innovators. I want them talking 
about bowhunting during the day. We 
encourage that. Part of the creative 
process is you have to be involved in 
the sport.”

I’d already learned that Escalade 
owned premium brands in table ten-
nis, basketball and playground equip-
ment, so I asked where Keller saw Bear 

Marketing Manager Jason Pickerill draws on both inside and outside talent to produce three archery catalogs, packaging and a mul-
titude of print and broadcast ads. At left, I interrupted Kevin Wilkerson as he worked on new packaging for the Rocket Broadheads that 
will help bring that brand out from under the Trophy Ridge umbrella. It will be incorporated as an in-line change. At right, Jason Gray 
showed me the Trophy Ridge blog and the Facebook page he had created for fans. Pickerill is often seated next to Gray as they work on 
marketing projects together, and said he’s amazed at the talent Gray has in designing internet-based media messages.
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Archery heading from 
here. “Our goal is to be the 
leading innovator in bow-
hunting products. We want 
to grow our sales through 
innovation and leadership, 
not through sheer volume,” 
the president and CEO 
said. “We’ve really focused 
on growing our dealer 
business and we’ve done 
it through some amazing, 
high end bows like the 
Carnage. We’re breaking 
through price points and 
performance levels that 
Bear hasn’t been involved 
at before.”

“I also think we have 
a significant opportu-
nity to build our brands 
through marketing,” Keller 
continued. “� at requires 
a signi� cant investment 
and we’ve upped it by mil-
lions of dollars over the 
past couple of years. We 
act like an innovative bow-
hunting company, but behind us we 
have the resources of a major corpora-
tion.” Revenue for that corporation was 
up about 11 percent during the � rst 
quarter, Keller said, and revenue last 
year for all the sporting goods products 
reached $85,815,000.

I headed upstairs to meet with 
Jack Bowman, a 29 year veteran of 

the archery industry who now heads 
the archery side of Escalade Sports. 
Bowman said the � rst few years 
Escalade owned Bear, archery was 
just one more leisure product line to 
sell. “Before it was Bear Archery by 
Escalade Sports, and Bear was a sub-
title.” � at changed when Bob Keller 
took over because he’d already seen 

what passion for hunting could do to 
bene� t a hunting brand. “Bob’s phil-
vosophy was to separate the business. 
Now customer service, sales, product 
design, our entire group is upstairs, 
and that’s all that’s upstairs in this 
building. One of the things we’re most 
proud of is that everyone is a user of 
archery equipment, either a hunter 

or a competitive shooter. 
Engineering, product 
management, customer 
service, sales, marketing, 
they’re all end users.” 
� at goes for all the top 
management and many 
of the workers at the 
Gainesville plant as well, 
Bowman added. 

Does it matter all 
that much that the peo-
ple who work at Bear are 
encouraged to bowhunt 
and shoot competitive-
ly? Bowman says it does. 
“� ere is a big di� erence 
between an engineer 
who is an archer and an 
engineer who is not an 
archer. � ey know what 
works and what doesn’t 

ly? Bowman says it does. 
“� ere is a big di� erence 
between an engineer 
who is an archer and an 
engineer who is not an 
archer. � ey know what 
works and what doesn’t 
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Steve Dalp is the product manager for bows (at left above) and 
Richard Guillory is the product manager for accessories. They 
have to compete with each other for time from the engineer-
ing team and for dollars from the marketing budget. They also 
cooperate in the company’s attractively-priced Ready To Hunt 
bow packages. This new Mauler at left can be purchased with a 
Trophy Ridge quiver, sight, stabilizer, sling and Whisker Biscuit 
rest for just $100 more than the bow alone.

Mark Wenberg’s experience in carbon arrow devel-
opment is one of the reasons former president Jim 
Allshouse recruited him to work for Escalade. Wenberg 
considered it an honor to help bring Bear Archery 
“back from the ashes.” He’s holding the Trophy Ridge 
carbon arrow he designed with a Silent Slide coating 
that makes it noiseless through the popular Whisker 
Biscuit rests. The Armor Tough Insert (see cutaway 
below) surrounds the inside and outside of the shaft, 
which Wenberg said makes it the strongest carbon 
arrow on hard impacts even though the appearance 
bothers some archers. These arrows are woven, not 
wrapped, to give them a more uniform spine around 
the circumference. That also signi� cantly reduces � ex-
ing on launch and impact, he said, so they also o� er 
better penetration than the competitors. Trophy Ridge 
hasn’t had the resources to make a big push into the 
arrow market up to this point, but that may change.
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work, and what ends up frustrating 
a hunter.” It is just as critical in the 
customer service role, Bowman said, 
because the shared passion adds a 
level of knowledge and credibility that 
is impossible to fake. 

“When Bear was in the bank-
ruptcy stages, their customer service 

was rated probably the worst in the 
industry. � e people who are over here 
now working in customer service are 
probably rated the best in the archery 
industry,” Bowman told me about the  
team that includes pro shop veterans. 
“� at was one of the biggest prob-
lems we faced, and it was one of the 

key points addressed when I got here 
in September of 2005.” Now Bowman 
wasn’t saying that the morale prob-
lems associated with the business tur-
moil had continued to handicap the 
customer service team under Escalade. 
But he did say you couldn’t expect 
someone to bounce between calls 
about basketball and billiard tables 
and bows and expect them to be con-
� dent about their archery knowledge. 
“� ey were good customer service 
people then but archery was not their 
element. � at resulted in a myriad of 
problems as people called asking for 
speci� cations or needing parts.”

Customer service isn’t just there to 
answer questions and take orders, but 
to take feedback as well. When Bear 
launched its complete redesign of the 
Trophy Ridge sights for the 2009 model 
year, Bowman said it tried to address 
every issue customers had brought up. 
Not only were the new sights easier to 
adjust and much stronger, the pins are 
brighter as well. “Our return rate on 
sights now is virtually zero,” Bowman 
said.

“Steve Gra�  and Ike Branthwaite 
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year, Bowman said it tried to address 

Bear’s new $849 Carnage bow (at left) was tested by Jon Silks for the January 2011 issue 
of ArrowTrade, and he con� dently pronounced the high performance model the best bow 
Bear has ever o� ered. The company for the past several years has been strong in the 
mid-price and entry level range. This Bear Charge at center has a MAP of just $299. The 
new Home Wrecker for women in Reatree Max-1 goes for $399.

Sales are up for Bear and Trophy Ridge 
not only in the United States, but inter-
nationally as well. Ross Rinehart (above) 
switched from marketing manager to 
international sales manager last fall, and 
was recently at the Gainesville plant giv-
ing a tour to retailers from Russia.

At left, National Sales Manager Je�  Pease 
knows the leading position Bear Archery 
enjoys with the major chains today also 
makes it a big target for competitors that 
want to win some of that business back. As 
you can see from his o�  ce walls, he takes 
the “Thou Shall Bowhunt” command from 
CEO Bob Keller very seriously.
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did a great job with Whisker Biscuit,” 
Bowman said of what was (and still 
is) the number one selling rest brand 
when Bear bought it from the found-
ers in 2006. Still, users complained of 
some breakage. After the Bear Archery 
engineers were done re� ning Whisker 
Biscuit rests, the polymer models 
were 150 percent stronger than what 
Carolina Archery Products was selling 
and the aluminum encased models 
were three times as strong. Instead of 
stick-on felt pads, all six models now 
have sleek looking rubber boots that 
quiet the loading process and add a 
great deal of shelf appeal. � e full cap-
ture bristle design is protected by the 
patents � led in 1999, just like there are 
patents on the vertical drop technology 
employed by some of the Trophy Ridge 
rests and the design of the pins in some 
Trophy Ridge sights. 

� e last big acquisition for Bear 
Archery was in 2008, when the rear-
deploying Piston Point broadhead was 
acquired and renamed the Meat Seeker 
within the Rocket broadhead brand. 
Rocket was part of Trophy Ridge when 
Bear purchased that company’s assets, 
and it remained under the Trophy 
Ridge umbrella until this past year. 
You’ve probably seen the dramatic full 
page ads featuring a chainsaw out� t-
ted with broadheads instead of teeth 
on its chain. While the Trophy Ridge 
theme is “precision, quality, trust us” 
Bowman said, Rocket Broadheads has 
been grabbing attention with head-
lines like “Critter-Slayin’ Blood-Pavin’  
Machines. “Blood and guts sell broad-
heads,” Bowman said frankly. “People 
want to see the entry holes, the blood 
trails, the un-edited videos. We have to 
separate that from Trophy Ridge.”

� e patented, intellectual property 
Escalade acquired for the archery divi-
sion has been important for sales, but 
there’s a clock ticking on every one 
of those. “You know what’s going to 
happen when the patent runs out on 
the Whisker Biscuit rest, don’t you,” 
Bowman asked. Lots of full bristle rests 
will suddenly appear, and the pro� ts 
for Bear and Whisker Biscuit retailers 
will get hit hard. � at’s one reason why 
Bowman and Mark Wenberg, the direc-
tor of product development and man-
agement, have been hiring more engi-
neers. Bear’s own team is responsible 

for the innovative Revolution rest, a 
full capture, full clearance model that 
reached retailers this summer and that 
is detailed in John Kasun’s rest feature 
within this issue. 

“Look at all the other companies 
that have a Trophy Taker style or QAD 
style drop-away,” Bowman said. “We 
wanted to bring out something dif-
ferent and better. And who better to 
de� ne containment than the peo-
ple who own Whisker Biscuit. We’re 
never going to get everyone to shoot 
a Whisker Biscuit. If people want a 

fall-away rest, we want to deliver the 
best and the most advanced fall away.”

“� at was the brain child of Brian 
Adams,” Bowman said of one seven-
year veteran engineer at the company. 
Development of the ground-breaking 
design took place over the course of 
a year. � e rest rotates in a blur at the 
shot, going from a full capture mode 
to a wide-open launch mode. � e 
action of it was re� ned in the test lab 
at Evansville, with the aid of a costly 
high speed camera. “Functionally it’s 
the only fall-away rest that we’ve tested 

•  GrizzlyStik Bows, Arrows & Broadheads
• ABS Exclusive! Silver Flame Broadheads
• Power Broadhead Sharpeners

Alaska Bowhunting Supply AlaskaBowhunting.com 888.697.9828

Dr. Ed AshbyDr. Ed Ashby
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where there is absolutely no contact, 
and one reason for that is there is no 
bounce-back. It hit the market four 
months later than we originally intend-
ed it to because there were some start-
up issues,” Bowman acknowledged, 
“but now it is being very, very well 
accepted.”

When you read the ArrowTrade
business editor’s review of high end 
hunting sights in this issue, you’ll � nd 
details of another home-grown inno-
vation. � e � ve-pin Judge sight lets 
you set up pins from 20 to 60 yards in 
10 minutes or less, because four of the 
� ve pins are moved by a multi-pitched 

lead screw. When you set the second, 
30 yard pin the gap between three lon-
ger range pins automatically spreads 
in progressively wider increments to 
match arrow speed. 

“What sells in this industry is new, 
newer and newest,” Bowman smiled. 
Developing new products that are 
really innovative and useful can take 

years, so you need to have a number of 
them at di� erent stages. “We just had 
meetings two weeks ago on what the 
2013 Trophy Ridge line will include,” 
Bowman said. “I wish we’d had meet-
ings on what the 2014 products would 
be, because then we’d have more of 
them in the pipeline.”

Developing, testing and preparing 
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When they’re not at their computers using Computer Aided Design (CAD) sys-
tems, the engineers are often working in the test lab to evaluate prototypes or 
products from competing brands. At left, Brian Adams used a high speed cam-
era capable of capturing 32,000 frames per second in designing the Revolution 
Rest. The rest holds the arrow � rmly at rest or while you draw (left photo 
above) then spins in a blur to provide full � etching clearance as you shoot. The 
same camera can insure that broadheads are staying closed when launched at 
high speeds and it can help locate and address vibration in bow risers.

At lower left, Gary Lewis shoots through a precision Oehler Research chrono-
graph. The team also has a shooting machine available so enthusiasm about a 
new cam or bow design can’t prejudice the results by overdrawing. 

Below is a force draw report Timmy Langley (at lower right) generated in 
minutes using this Instrom test 
machine. There are twin force 
draw curves because the machine 
evaluates both the draw and let 
down, so static hysterisis (friction) 
in the system can be quanti� ed.
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the speci� cations for new products so 
they can go into production is a con-
stant, daily process, the vice president 
& general manager said. � at helps 
explain why he and Mark Wenberg, the 
director of product development and 
management, have been adding to the 
engineering and product management 
teams. Engineers Timmy Langley and 
Josh Sidebottom both started with-
in the last year, and join, in order of 
seniority, Je�  Wassmer, Brian Adams 
and Gary Lewis. Also new is Richard 
Guillory, whose hiring is announced 
within the Industry News section of 
this September issue.  Guillory has 
been named Product Manager—
Accessories, focusing on the Trophy 
Ridge and Rocket Broadheads product 
lines. � at frees up Steve Dalp, who 
himself started just last November, to 
focus on the compound bow line.

Dalp is an avid bowhunter who 
came from a marketing and sales back-
ground in infant and nutritional prod-
ucts. He’s thrilled to be now working 
with products he’s passionate about, 
though he acknowledged it was daunt-
ing to learn a whole new industry. 
“Never as a hunter did I realize how 
much engineering goes into bows.” 
Dalp said prototypes are made in 
Gainesville then shipped to Evansville. 
As they’re being tested in Evansville 
these same new models are often also 
being shot and evaluated by Operations 
Manager Neil Byce  III and his team at 
the production plant. “Neil and the 
others down there are so experienced 
at building compounds, they bring a 
lot to the table,” the product manager 
commented. “On the compound side, 
it’s all about the future, what’s the fast-
est, lightest, coolest product you can 
build. � e Carnage was a big leap for 
us,” Dalp said about the company’s 
new � agship bow, which at $849 MAP 
(minimum advertised price) is also the 
� rm’s most expensive ever. � e Max 
Preload limbs are built from Gordon 
Composites � berglass and the skeletal 
cams are machined from costly 7075 
aluminum. Even with speeds of up to 
345 feet per second (fps), Dalp said a 
70-pound draw weight Carnage feels 
lighter to people drawing it because of 
the smooth draw force curve. Dynamic 
E�  ciency, how well the bow returns 
the energy the archer puts into it, was 

the highest of the 12 hunting bows test-
ed this year for ArrowTrade in Anthony 
Barnum’s Head to Head Hunting 
Bow Evaluation. Barnum’s sensitive 
instruments also recorded the lowest 
vibration by far at the handle for the 
Carnage, pointing to the e� ectiveness 
of the Dual Arc String Suppressors that 
� rst appeared on the Truth models.

“How are we going to improve the 
Carnage for next year,” Dalp echoed my 
question. “It is tough to raise e�  ciency 
every year and speed, but that is what 
the market requires and all that has to 
be in a package that is very cool look-
ing.”

“� en we have the Fred Bear 
Traditional side, and that’s all about 
heritage, bringing back craftsmanship 
and the love of wood. We’re very care-
ful to stay true to that heritage,” Dalp 
said, even as sales have doubled in a 
single year. He complimented the vet-
eran bowyers at the Gainesville plant 
who are helping Bear regain its prom-
inence among traditional fans. Bear 
does a separate traditional catalog and 
if you open the � nal two pages you’ll 
see many of the long-term employees 
in action. 

National Sales Manager Je�  Pease 
is a long-term employee at the Bear 
headquarters, with a total of 11 years 
in archery. � at total includes the 
years he spent working alongside Ross 
Rinehart, now the International Sales 
Manager, on the old Xi Compound 
Bows line built by Escalade. I sat down 
with Pease and Rinehart to � nd out 
what it’s like to sell Bear bows and 
Trophy Ridge accessories today, and 
how much credibility the brand has 
regained with independent dealers 
and the big chains.  

According to Pease, Bear is now 
the number one bow line at the 
nation’s largest archery retailers. At the 
same time, Rinehart said the brand is 
now back in hundreds of independent 
retailers across the United States and 
internationally. � ose are both pos-
sible because Bear o� ers Minimum 
Advertised Pricing on its bows, help-
ing to set a price � oor above which 
retailers of any size can earn a healthy 
margin.

Sometimes dealers ask Ross why 
Bear isn’t supplying them with bar 
stools or counter mats or neon lights, 
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but those free Point of Sale premiums 
really are not free if they take 10 per-
cent o�  what you can earn on a bow 
line. “One of the most important sheets 
our sales reps have in their books is the 
margin chart,” Ross said.  

Hudalla Associates, the com-
pany’s nation-wide sales rep group, 
called in a lot of favors with retailers to 
get Bear back into stores, Pease said. 
Advertising is important to get custom-
ers to come in and ask for products, 

but to implant in a dealer’s mind the 
advantages of carrying speci� c brands 
and models it often takes a face to 
face meeting. Today between the com-
pound bows, traditional bows and 
accessories, a Hudalla Associates sales 
rep may spend three hours presenting 
the products in the fall of the year. � e 
pricing is set up to encourage dealers 
to carry multiple product lines, includ-
ing lesser-advertised categories like 
quivers, stabilizers and arrows.

In compound bows, Bear has been 
strongest in the entry level to mid-
range price points. “If you look at how 
we started with Bear, it wasn’t to go 
after Mathews and Hoyt,” Pease com-
mented. “We wanted to go in and say 

22

All the careful design, marketing, customer service  and sales e� orts I saw underway 
at the Evansville site would mean little if Bear Archery’s production plant couldn’t 
deliver both high quality and high quantities. The fact that it can is due in large part to 
Operations Manager Neil Byce III, who started working there while still a high school 
student. Byce is shown at left with his father, Neil Byce Jr., who came out of retirement 
temporarily to help Bear revamp its traditional bow line. While he was touring the tradi-

tional bow making 
operation for his May 
feature in ArrowTrade, 
Patrick Meitin shot 
some of the steps 
in the compound 
bow production that 
involves about 60 
percent of the work-
force. Another 25 
percent focus on tra-
ditional bows and 15 
percent are involved 
with accessories.

At lower left, workers are running the 
motorized string making jigs. Below, you 
can see computer-controlled machining 
centers on the big production � oor. All 
have been rebuilt or are new since Escalade 
acquired the Gainesville facility. At lower 
right a cam is being vibrated with an abra-
sive media to remove machining marks. At 
right, these risers have been � lm dipped 
and are awaiting assembly. The burly 
bow assembler on page 23 is harnessing a 
Home Wrecker, the ladies bow that is new 
for 2011. Above, the brown bear mascot is 
standing proud again outside the 154,000 
square foot plant in north central Florida.
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we have the best product priced to 
retail from $299 to $599.”

“When you see those $299 or $399 
bows, they have been designed pur-
posely for those price points,” Rinehart 
said, with risers and cams that are 

quicker to machine.  “� ey’re not made 
from a lot of left over parts. It’s amazing 
to me how well those entry level bows 
feel and shoot.”

As your customer pays more, he 
gets more in performance, feel and 
appearance. It’s tough to quantify the 
last two, so let’s just talk about per-
formance related to MAP. � e $299.99 
Bear Charge delivers 305 feet per sec-
ond (fps). � e $399.99 Strike is rated at 
310 fps. � e new $499.99 Mauler comes 
in at 328 fps. � e Assault ($549.99) and 
Attack ($749.99) deliver 328 and 340 
fps, respectively. At 345 fps, the $849.99 
Carnage is at the head of the pack in 
performance, even with a generous 
7.25 inch brace height.

“At whatever price point we’re at, 
we want to give the bowhunter the 
best combination of performance and 
value,” Mark Wenberg reminded me. 
“We o� er the same type of advantage 
to our dealers.” Dealers are the life-
blood of this industry and manufactur-
ers need to help them keep their doors 
open, setting up bows and teaching 
people to shoot, he said. “We want 
them to be more pro� table at every 

price point. � e margin on Rocket 
broadheads could be 35 to 40 points. 
It ranges from 30 to 40 points on our 
bows, depending on the price point.”

� at margin is substantially more 
than most bow brands o� er, and is one 
reason why Jack Bowman could tell 
me that in the past � ve years Bear has 
gone from serving less than 100 inde-
pendent retailers to now, a number 
pushing well over 1,000. Another factor 
is the company’s philosophy that I’d 
heard repeated that day from people 
in engineering, design and marketing, 
as well as from top management: “If 
it isn’t something we’d be con� dent 
taking with us on a bowhunt, we’re not 
going to put it in the catalog.”

Author’s Note: If you would like to 
request catalogs or would like to set up 
a visit from a Hudalla sales representa-
tive call the customer service team at 
(800) 694-9494.

Attack ($749.99) deliver 328 and 340 

we want to give the bowhunter the 

value,” Mark Wenberg reminded me. 
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